
Newell Barney PTSO Minutes 
Tuesday, December 3, 2019, 4:30 pm 

NBMS Conference Room 

Open 4:26 pm by Rachel 

Old Business/Updates: 

*Upcoming Spirit Nights -
12/11 - Subway and Crumbl; 

1/15/2020 - Barros - there will be a teacher competition sometime that evening. 
2/12/2020 - Menchie’s is scheduled, Cori will continue to work on trying to also 

schedule Cafe Rio. 

March - possibly tie food trucks into conferences. This will be discussed further in 
January. 

*Coffee Stations are going well and are very appreciated by the teachers & staff.
Restocking is being done every day. Costs are definitely increasing. We will look at the
financial commitment in the Spring to gauge sustainability. PTSO will consider asking
parents for donations to maintain the coffee bars.

*PBIS is beginning to spend the money that was designated for prizes. Prizes were
purchased for the 2nd quarter gifts to have a WOW affect to increase interest.

*Thanksgiving Pies went very well. There were an abundance of pies donated so
everyone went home with a pie, and were greatly appreciated by the staff.

Principal’s report - given at site council meeting 

Student Council Report - not present 

Financials: 

Treasurer’s Report attached to the minutes 

New/Ongoing Business: 
*Supply Angel Tree is being organized and planned by Sean. Teacher Lunch on
12/19/2019 will be purchased from Filibertos using the money donated by the insurance
agent from State Farm. Julie will create a list of additional food and supplies that will be
needed to be purchased that are not provided with the food.



*Harkins Fundraiser was due today. Kristi will send Cheryl an email to be sent tomorrow 
to extend sales until Thursday. Sandi will organize the sales and get the order sent in. 

 
*2nd Semester Calendar - Kristi will update with scheduled Spirit Nights and activities 
that are known. 

 
*AZ Ice Night is scheduled for 1/24/2020. Ashley created the fliers to be distributed. A 

few corrections are needed. Fliers will be made and distributed the week of or before 
the event. Future planning will be done by board in January. 

 
*Vintage Market/Garage Sale was postponed and is now 12/14/2019. 

 
*8th Grade Dance is scheduled for April 17th. Rachel is taking point to schedule a DJ 
and communicate with QCMS PTSO. The snacks are going to be increased this year 
but will be planned closer to the dance. 

 
*Cheryl has made Purchase Requests for popcorn supplies for the popcorn machine for 

$22.99, a cotton candy maker and supplies for $184.99 & $39.99, and a slushy machine 
for $799.00. Cori makes a motion to purchase 1 of the 24 pack of popcorn supplies 
requested by Cheryl. Rachel seconds the motion; motion carries. The slushy machine is 
denied. There was concern raised regarding the storage, usage, and continued 
purchasing of supplies that will be needed for the cotton candy machine. Kristi will 
discuss the concerns with Cheryl. Purchase of the cotton candy machine is tabled for 
future discussion. 

 
*Cori discussed with Kevin the need for new microwaves for the students to use for 
lunches. There were 4, but 2 have broken so there are only 2 that can currently be 
used. A microwave can be purchased from Walmart for about $60.00. Cori makes a 
motion to purchase 2 microwaves, not to exceed $150.00, to be used for student 
lunches. Sandi seconds; motion carries. Cori will order the microwaves. Tables may also 
be needed since the table they are currently on is sagging. Cori will continue to 
research the cost and availability of purchasing a table fo the microwaves. 

 
*Tom is currently storing the new coolers in the break room. They take up a lot of room 
because they have to fully dry with the lids off. Shelves may be needed to help dry and 
store the coolers. Cori will continue to look into options for non-attaching shelves to put 
into the break room. 

 

 
Next Meeting January 28th, 2020 

Adjourn at 5:19 pm 


